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Over the course of the sixties, seventies and eighties of the 20th century, American Liberalism underwent a major 

realignment in its approach to social issues such as racial equality, women’s rights and sexuality. In my research I 

argue hat this realignment occurred due to an implicit coalition between three factions: Equal Rights Feminism, the 

Black Power movement and Neoliberalism.  

The vantage point for my project is the year 1962, when Lyndon B. Johnson was nominated as president of the USA. 

Soon after assuming the presidency, Johnson implemented his ambitious domestic agenda, which was collectively 

known as the Great Society program. However, as part of the Great Society, Johnson and other liberal policymakers 

envisioned  a rigid version of the nuclear family that consists of a two-parent household in which the husband serves 

as the sole breadwinner while the wife functions as a devoted mother and homemaker.1 However, this premise of the 

ideal family was contested by two different movements which grew under the liberal banner and gained widespread 

prominence throughout the 1960’s: (a)  Equal Rights Feminism (b) the Black Power movement.  Both movements 

undermined the great society model, however from different perspectives – while Equal Rights opposed the 

confinement of women to the domestic sphere,2 Black power opposed the implementation of a seemingly “white” 

familial model upon the African-American community.3 These two movements, I argue, converged with 

Neoliberalism – an ideology which preached free market ideas and smaller governments – in their objection to the 

imposition of the breadwinner model.  

In my research, I utilize three types of sources: administrative (committee discussions & reports), narrative-based 

(non-fiction books) and Empiric (Statistics). The goal of the administrative sources in my project is twicefold: both to 

reflect an institutional perspective (rather than the individual perspective reflected in the narrative-based sources) and 

to affirm and concretize the effect of political perspectives surrounding the family on the life of the average citizen. 

On the other hand, narrative-based sources are paramount to analyzing the nuanced perspective of specific 

movements I cover. 
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